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(What follows is intended for those who would understand and apply the science of cosmic cycles derived from the teachings of the Ascended 

Masters of the Great White Brotherhood (of Light) as given through their Messengers, Mark and Elizabeth Clare Prophet and applied using the 

science of the cosmic clock and astrology.  I have followed as faithfully as I can the direct application and translation of the cycles as given, 

understanding it is karma making to interpret.  I have taken the Master's dictations to the altar and sat under my Christ Self and the Masters who 
tutor my soul and have applied these cycles in my own world for the purpose for which they are given, to save my soul.  What follows is the 

product of the cycles as given by the Masters and as applied and understood in the meditation of my heart with the hearts of Mother, my Guru, 

Saint Germain, Kuthumi, and Maitreya.  I have followed and applied this science for years.  I have been compelled to share these with you that 
my cup might be emptied that it might be filled again and again.  I have applied the science of light and the cosmic clock with my understanding 

of esoteric and mundane astrology to translate the hand writing on the wall of returning karma.  The light flushes out the darkness.  The 

methodology of this applied science is not given here, but the inquiring mind may understand.  The methodology will be given separately at a 
later date. 

 It is my intention and purpose that you sit under your own vine and fig tree and use the material here and study the Masters teachings 

referenced here to enter into a dialogue with your God Presence and be God taught so as to acquire God's gifts of the Holy Spirit of Knowledge 
and Understanding, Discernment, and Interpretation of Tongues.  Your Christ Self is your teacher.  What truth lies here is only of value to you if 

it sets your heart to vibrate as two tuning forks that come into contact.  The Truth will set you free.  Your Christ Self is Truth. Seek and you will 

find. 

 What follows is for your intercession on behalf of mankind for the saving of souls and your ascension in the light.) 

 

 

This is the conclusion to “The Woman Clothed with The Sun document series Parts 1 to 4.”  

 

Sun in the Omega Cycle of Cancer 
 

   

Summer Solstice  Sun Enters the EMOTIONAL PLANE 

 

 The Omega cycle of Cancer, Summer Solstice sets the stage for the Omega return of our 

soul’s journey to fulfill the Divine Plan for 2019. It is the foundation of the Helios cycle of the 

year. The Cancer cycle of the year must be understood and where necessary corrected to move 

forward in the footsteps of Jesus Christ.  This is the path of karma yoga. Cancer, El Morya 

teaches us is the line of the clock where all lines of the clock converge. The convergence forms a 

chalice to invoke and hold the light, Leo-Cancer-Gemini; Virgo-Cancer-Taurus and so on.  Each 

of these six chalices has its own unique characteristics and contains its own challenge on the 

soul’s journey through the year.  Cancer tells us what crop is being nurtured that will come to 

harvest beginning in Virgo.  Now is the time to counter the blight, the dweller on the threshold of 

our subconscious and the collective unconscious of the planetary dweller.  It is time, the 

proverbial saying goes, “to nip it in the bud”. The key to the soul’s journey is to keep studying 

the stars and our navigation charts (everlasting gospel) and making course changes.  The outer 

mind can know the mechanics of life and make good choices but what seems good is not always 

right.  This is the illusion of the lower mental realm. The soul’s power is the purity of her soul 

senses, her sensitivity, her intuition and ability to tap into the inner realm of the higher mental 

plane where her inner guides, her Guru and the Masters, can direct her. Course correction is the 

constant re-alignment with the flame blazing upon the altar within the heart.  Saint Germain 

teaches us to try, try, try and keep on trying and you will reach your goal. 

 

 The astrology of the Cosmic Clock is the applied science of the stars for the soul’s 

navigation on the path of karma and initiation. God Surya calls it Divine Astrology. This is how 

he referred to Mother’s and America’s astrology. It is the science of navigation of the path of 

cosmic cycles. It is the science of navigation of the sine wave of the soul’s journey, Mother calls 

this the Odyssey of the soul.  It is a science and an art. The art is the soul’s individualization (of 

her victories) of the God Flame, her mastery of the stars. 
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The sun entered the emotional plane of the planet on July 7 to nurture and initiate our 

emotional bodies to balance and expand our three-fold flames on the north side and at the North 

Gate of the pyramid of being, for the squaring of the circle. The first thing we notice is Venus on 

the ascendant conjunct the Sun and North Node.  Venus is being initiated to receive her Holy 

Christ Self and the Guru and to work the works of the ages to consume the energy veil and the 

planetary karma, the collective unconscious of the planetary dweller. The soul is conflicted as 

she finds herself being tested by Neptune at 18° Pisces conjunct the midheaven opposing the 

soul, the Moon (the fallen feminine principle of the soul called Personality) at 17° Virgo 

conjunct the nadir. This opposition of the Moon Neptune conjunct the nadir-midheaven axis 

represents the soul’s experiences as she faces her returning karma while she faces the emotional 

disturbances of her past mood momentums of the soul’s attachment to material substance and the 

substance of self as taught by Kuthumi. The soul’s experiences are determined by her reactions.  

Her reactions determine if the Master (Guru) can intervene. 

 

 The soul is conflicted as she is called to stand with the Guru and her Holy Christ Self on 

the ascendant to hold the balance in God Harmony [Cancer] for the actions being taken in the 

White House influenced by Chiron at 18° Gemini in the US natal chart, 10th house. The US 

Chiron at 18° Gemini is in direct opposition to the guru Jupiter at 16° Sagittarius in the sixth 

house. This represents the leadership of the American people in the exploration or journey which 

Mother calls the Odyssey of the soul with the crew being the American people and the captain of 

the ship, the President of United States. We as a Nation are called to make decisions as we meet 

the challenges in 2019 faced by the nation. The soul of the American people and of their leader is 

conditioned by Chiron in Gemini in the 12 house, ruling the super physical, the occult, the 

hidden secret societies of the occult or the collective unconscious of the planetary dweller 

manifest in the occult black brotherhood of the planetary dark forces.  This is the illuminati that 

governs the secret government behind the nation(s). This encounter of the Odyssey of the soul of 

the nation is for the breaking of the illusion of the challenge we face as a nation with this power 

elite that controls the lifeblood, the very mind and hearts, of the nation. We have been told of old 

that they are now whited sepulchers. Before the Christ and the Buddha, Mara’s only power over 

life is illusion.  This illusion is spun by Neptune on the midheaven, in (ruling) the White House, 

over the White House, that is to say in control of the White House.  
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Figure 1  Summer Solstice Emotional Plane                                                                                                                                             
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Christ and the Buddha defeated Mara, the illusion set by the planetary dweller on the 

threshold by wise dominion, of illumination flame that consumes ignorance and imparts wisdom, 

as taught by Lord Maitreya. The American people in 2019 are gearing up for the elections in 

2020. They are called to come apart to be a separate and chosen people elect unto God and to 

elect their Christ representatives in 2020. The only thing standing between the soul and her 

victory is her karma, the midheaven-nadir axis at 17 Pisces and 17 Virgo conjoined Neptune and 

the Moon. The challenge the soul faces is the intoxification of the people in the illusion of the 

promise of the outer world, the materialization of the Babylonian civilization, in 2019.  It is an 

illusion. It is CGI, carefully controlled, contrived Matrix.  

 

Revelations tells us this illusion (spun by Neptune) and its core rebellion (Uranus) is the 

product of the opening of the pit and the incarnation of the current world population flooding the 

planet.  Increasing world population since 1990 by 2 over billion of the seed of the fallen ones 

released from the bottomless pit. You can check the numbers, in 1940 the population of the 

planet was approximately 2 ½ billion, by 1990 it had doubled, and by 2018 it had increased again 

by 50% more, to over 7 billion. Revelations tells us in January 1990, chapter three verse seven, 

in the message to Philadelphia, the church in revival…because you have kept the word of my 

patience, I will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon the world, to try 

them that dwell upon the earth. Him that overcometh will I make a Pillar in the temple of my 

God…  This world population is come to test the faithful, to choose Christ or Antichrist to rule 

the kingdom. 

 

In less than 80 years the population of the planet has increased by 5 billion. This is the 

end time; they have been released from their chains (in Hades) to be given a final opportunity. 

They are living the illusion Neptune; the Pale Horse and Hades follows. We were warned and 

told to prepare for this generation 2000 years ago.  Their illusion is the lie of the Beast, Babylon 

the Great and of Rome. Their illusion is the lie of the Harlot, the anti-church.  The lie is that God 

and Christ are separate from man, that man is a sinner.  Profess Christ, your chelaship and be 

saved.  Mother taught us the folly of this. Helios and Revelations teaches us that we must use the 

retrograde periods of the planets and the intercepts of the signs to self-assess and self-correct our 

“Path” and our “Hearts” to keep aligned to the Galactic and Cosmic energies that are initiating 

our souls to align and integrate our soul with our Holy Christ Self, in the alchemical marriage of 

the bride and bridegroom. We are called to awaken, wake up to the inner man, shun the outer 

man. 

 

 The planetary evolution is being given a final opportunity to choose life or death. The 

sons and daughters of God are given the opportunity to meet the forces of evil, having 

assimilated the Christ, and to return to the garden to defeat the serpent. We are called to defeat 

the last enemy, death, in the crucifixion, by resurrections flame. Saint Germain has told us that 

every golden age has fallen by materialism.  This is the illusion that the solution to free will can 

be solved by the human will instead of God’s will. The illusion is founded on the lie that there is 

no relationship to cause-and-effect; that man’s consciousness does not affect the planet or the 

solar system. The implications are that the inverse is true, that the planet and the solar system has 

no effect on man. Therefore, man can take control of his own environment irrespective of the 

natural environment. This is the great lie and it has many ramifications. The lie states that man  
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has no greater law, he is in fact the law, a law unto himself.  Therefore, man can take dominion 

over the earth, and we are, the serpent mind reasons.  So, join us and live. This is the lie and the  

threat of materialism.  It states that God does not exist.  This is the sin against the Holy Spirit in 

man.  This taking, is the taking of heaven by storm, a sin against the Holy Spirit. 

 

The sons and daughters of God face the challenge in the Odyssey of their souls in 2019 of 

the lie of dialectical materialism, ruled by Neptune the great illusionist of the mind. In esoteric 

astrology Neptune rules, the higher octave of Mercury, the higher mind. This is the causal body 

of Neptune and its influence on the planet is causing the evolution of the race, elevating it to the  

maturity of personal Christhood, the individualization of the God Flame. This is the initiation of 

the soul on the path of the Ruby Ray, seven initiations as taught by Sanat Kumara. These seven 

initiations are mastered through the mastery of the seven rays that Mighty Victory teaches 

demonstrates the mastery of the four cosmic forces, the four planes of matter over the four lower 

bodies. This is the mastery of the seven rays in each of the four lower bodies. Seven years to 

master each, a total of 28 years. The soul having mastered the four planes of matter and taken 

dominion over her four lower bodies, in harmony, God harmony of the four-petal chakra of the 

base of the pyramid by the discipline of the diamond heart then faces the mastery of the five 

secret rays.  This, Mighty Victory teaches is for the demonstration of the mastery of the power of 

the heart, the secret chamber of the heart the eighth petal chakra by the mastery of the Ruby Ray, 

the eighth Ray. The conclusion of this 33-year cycle of mastery is for the Transfiguration. The 

Transfiguration is followed by the three years of the Christ mission to prepare the Christ for the 

crucifixion and the resurrection to follow. This cycle begins anew each century.  It started a new 

spiral of Christhood in 2000. We are in the 19th year in the Leo year, the sixth year of mastery 

over the emotional plane and our emotional bodies.  This cycle of initiation will determine, 

Mighty Victory tells us, if Christ will be born in the initiates by the 29th year (the start of 2028) 

who will publicly demonstrate Christ mastery, undergo the Transfiguration and prepare for the 

ascension by 2033.  This will, Mighty Victory told us, determine if Christ will manifest on the 

planet in this century (21st). 

 

 Mother teaches us in her lecture, “The 2000-Year Ride of the Four Horsemen” {see the 

reference at the end of the document} that the soul stands in juxtaposition between the forces of 

light as the individualization of the God flame, the alchemical marriage of the soul to her Christ 

self and the forces of darkness, the soul’s synthetic self, its carnal mind, its dweller and must 

choose between everlasting life and the second death. This is the journey’s challenge of the 

Odyssey of the soul in 2019. Cycles are ending for all living on the planet in 2019. 

 

Neptune conjunct midheaven is trine the Sun conjunct the North Node in Cancer. Mother 

Mary teaches us that Cancer expresses its positive characteristics (of Cancer) in Pisces, as the 

God Mastery of the water body, the emotional body, the astral plane. The Sun-North Node 

conjunction in the second decant of the first house exalts the God Flame and works the works of 

the ages, standing in Pisces on the midheaven in the Christ mind expressing the causal body of 

Neptune and invoking the power of heaven to eclipse all opposition to the electronic belt of 

Neptune the great illusion . This illusion is being called today the great transformation of the 

counterrevolution that is underway to counter the Coming Revolution in Higher 

Consciousness. The soul invokes the power of heaven to turn back the tide of world communism 
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assailing the devotees and the patriots of America and the I AM race in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and 

Tibet and all nations sponsored by the Great White Brotherhood.  

 

The Son of Man, the true Christs stand on the East Gate with two Messengers and the two 

Witnesses to consume, by illumination flame in Pisces the illusion of the electronic belt of 

Neptune that is the tide of world communism, Wormwood, that is the sleep of death that has 

clouded the minds of the people by the mass hypnosis of virtual reality.  This virtual reality 

began as television and now has become the electronic realm of Uranus. The people’s minds are 

being programmed to a virtual reality that is out of alignment with the cosmic energies bathing 

the solar system and the planet, for the evolution of our souls. These cosmic energies are for 

giving birth to the continuity of the word, the incarnation of the word in the devotee and the 

people who have assimilated the word over the last 32 years and beyond.  These are they who 

have been called to stand in the earth as their Holy Christ Self, who stands in the secret chamber 

of their heart upon the altar of the temple and invokes illuminations flame to become the light of 

the world in the dark night of the spirit as we approach the final hour of the judgment. 

 

 Mother taught us in 1996 that her chelas must keep the fire of the heart manifest as the 

fiery decrees or over time in the coming decades we would become separated from her even 

though we would claim to be her chelas. This fact requires an annual self appraisal, a continual 

course correction to stay in alignment. Jesus taught us at Easter 1993 about the heart becoming 

stagnant as the soul faces the vicissitudes of life on the path. Venus at 4° Cancer is in the third 

decant of the 12th house, the vicissitudes of life on the path (the sine wave) that we would need to 

be one pointed in the Order of the Diamond Heart to save America. Kuthumi teaches that the 

soul masters the influences of the moon on their emotional bodies and their water body [water 

trine] by invoking the power of the Solar Hierarchies of the Sun to consume attachments to 

material substance and the substance of self. Kuthumi teaches that by erasing the face of the 

lesser self from the mirror of the moon mother, the soul sees the face of the Cosmic Virgin. We 

have been taught that Guru Ma is the daughter of the Cosmic Virgin. We have been taught that 

with God all things are possible. We have been taught by Mother that she will return. Only those 

who have erased the face of the lesser self from the mirror of the moon mother will see her in the 

second coming, of Christ in you. 

 

 The soul is called to demonstrate the mastery of the water element, Neptune on the 

midheaven in Pisces trine the North Node conjunct the Sun in Cancer. The soul is journeying 

through the solar plexus of the Pisces Virgo axis as the soul’s reaction, God Harmony (Cancer) 

is being tested by Neptune between April 29th 2019 when it entered the 18th degree until January 

22nd 2021 when it leaves the 18th degree. The soul is called to pass through this window of her 

karma in God Harmony as she faces Pluto in the third decant of her 7th house to expiate her 

karma, standing independent of those out picturing the Saturn South Node conjunction at 17 

Capricorn and slay their dweller, Pluto at 22 Capricorn.  The soul stands on the Pisces Virgo axis 

in Cosmic Christ Peace, having invoked illumination flame that consumes ignorance and imparts 

wisdom, wise dominion over the dweller, as taught by Lord Maitreya. This is the positive 

outplaying of the Sun North Node trine Neptune midheaven and in polarity to Saturn South Node 

at 17 Capricorn [the latter is sextile Neptune midheaven].  
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The key to passing our initiations is given by the Lord Maha Chohan, he states, “that 

those who accommodate the Guru will out picture the four Horsemen [the electronic belts of] 

Mars, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. These are, he says, the testers, Mars is the trigger for these  

tests.” This means that those who assimilate the Guru are tested by those who accommodate the 

Guru. Revelation teaches us that this occurs as the dweller comes out of the bottomless pit, the 

unconscious and subconscious of the chela and the people.  Mother and the Masters teach us, that 

their dweller attacks the Christ in the faithful chela.  Revelations teaches that they kill the 

messengers [Mother’s lecture, “To Kill a Mockingbird or 100 Ways to Kill the Messenger”].  

 

Neptune’s casual body is initiating the soul in the higher mind, the Christ mind that is 

filled with the consciousness of God, the super consciousness of the etheric plane and of the 

soul’s higher etheric body. Whereas, the electronic belt of Neptune in Pisces, which rules the 

super physical and the occult, manifests in the Accommodators, as the records of death of Pisces 

rises from the subconscious into the consciousness, as the Pale Horse, Death and we are told 

Hades follows [see Revelation chapter 20 verse 5].  These Four Horsemen are the outer man-in-

festation, the infestation in man of the dweller.   

 

Those who stand on the midheaven in the 10th house in the organization, ruled by 

Capricorn in the seventh house, that are out picturing the Four Horsemen in the confrontation 

with the dweller on the mountain with Maitreya and Satan (Saturn) while standing at the Y in the 

road, are being overtaken by their dwellers. These latter are unable to organize against the forces 

moving against the community and the nation as we have seen throughout the history of these 

last 25,800 years. The former are those who pass through the Cosmic Christ Peace and leap into 

the secret chamber of the heart and as Morya taught us, bend as the reed when the winds of the 

Holy Spirit come as the judgment while the mighty oaks are uprooted. 

 

Maitreya, Morya and Mother teach us to call to the Masters and Archangel Michael daily 

to bind our dwellers and the Masters will step in to fill the vacuum until the soul is ready to slay 

the dweller. Maitreya teaches us that some fail to call upon the Masters for the binding of the 

dwellers. This is the price to be paid for exalting the human ego and its pride that once again 

plays out the lie of the serpent in the mystery school.  The lie that the soul can do it her way, 

and that doing it her way, the better way, is the path of initiation. God has told us that the soul 

has the choice to be initiated by God on the path of the way of Christ or to be initiated by the 

fallen angels who will rule them. The lie is the great illusion of Neptune, the carnal mind and the 

reasoning of the Serpent logic and its subconscious motives. This is the super physical occultism 

of Pisces in the 12th house of that which is hidden beneath the surface of consciousness.  As the 

Serpent initiates the soul in the outer organization, of their secret societies or associations that are 

ruled by Uranus. This reasoning of the serpent mind is ruled by Gemini, the black brotherhood of 

the Egyptian priesthood come again as a Brotherhood of the Black Raven. This brotherhood 

resurfaced in Germany in the late 1700s and has given birth to the illuminati and the Rothschilds 

central banking empire that funds wars of global conquest, of the Imperial Nephilim empires. 

America declared their independence from this Nephilim planetary conquest that began with the 

Dragon’s revival of the beast of Rome as taught in Revelations.  The Nephilim tried and were 

exposed and challenged by the Great White Brotherhood, last century (Nazis, Marxist Russia and 

China).  Now, they have been resurrected by the Dragon of the planetary Dweller on the 

Threshold, in the Capitalist Imperial China of today.   
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Summer Solstice   Sun Enters the PHYSICAL PLANE 

 

The Sun enters the physical plane in Cancer on July 15, 2019 see figure 4 on page 9.  

Now we see manifesting in the physical at summer solstice what is being nurtured by the soul, 

those who are one in Christ and by those who are as Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.  We also see what 

Helios has come to earth to do in the 36th year of judgment of evil in the matter universe, 

manifesting on the planet. 

 

 Venus North Node in Cancer is opposed by Saturn South Node in Capricorn forming a T-

square to Mother’s Sun in Aries in the 12 house. This speaks of the relationship of the Guru to 

the assimilators of the word [Venus North Node] and the accommodators of the word [Saturn 

South Node]. 

 

 Helios of the Sun at 22° Cancer in the second decant of the third house has come for the 

judgment of Pluto in the second decant of the ninth house. Helios stands with the devotees, 

Venus North Node to hold the balance in the earth by illumination flame invoked from the higher 

mental plane within the secret chamber of the heart and anchored in the earth to consume 

ignorance, the poison of ignorance in the ninth house of Saturn, the Dragon and the personal and 

planetary dweller on the threshold of consciousness, Pluto. Helios has come to initiate the 

devotees in the seven initiations on the path of the Ruby Ray to bind the Beast out of the bottom 

the pit, Pluto and their king, Abaddon [1° Scorpio in the second decant of the sixth house, the 

unjust stewards, the clock of Betrayers]. The light is descending for the initiation and the testing 

of the devotees in God Harmony as they face the returning karma on the Nadir of who rules the 

soul in Leo, Christ or Antichrist, in these elections, the outer man-i-festation. The karma 

returning is of the records of the insensitivity of the soul to God and man. The karma is the soul’s 

attachment to the substance of self as mood momentums of emotional disturbances triggered by 

Mars, as self-love. These records must be cast into the flame, or Vairochana teaches, it will 

poison the consciousness of the personality, exalting itself as god, as seen in Daniel’s dream, 

chapter seven. 

 

 Venus North Node must stand in the first decant of the ninth house in the discipline of 

obedience to the souls intuition as she faces those who out picture Saturn and the Dragon’s tail, 

the backlash of the ego poisoned by the volition of self will and its envy and jealousy of the true 

devotees devotion to the Guru, the God flame and the reciprocal love of the God flame for the 

devotee. This manifests through Saturn South Node in the second decant of Capricorn, the 

martyrdom or persecution of the true devotee by the ego of those in the priesthood in the ninth 

house who are the devotees of the ego and the energy veil, Pluto. This is the initiation in 2019 in 

Leo, the 32nd year on the path of personal Christhood in the initiation of the heart by the Holy 

Spirit. These spiritual initiations delivered as the cosmic cycles, play out through the astrology of 

the soul, through the planets and the signs, their angles and houses. This is El Morya’ great 

drama. It is the story of the evolution of the soul. 
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Figure 4   Summer Solstice Physical Plane  
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 Venus on the North Node, stands in uncharted territory.  The faithful soul Venus stands 

on the North Node to experience something new as she faces Saturn South Node, the Satans and 

their backlash of the Red Dragon’s tail. As their Christ Self fastens himself to the cross at the 

center of the ascendant-descendent and the midheaven-nadir axes, the cosmic cross of white fire. 

The soul, Maitreya and Archangel Uriel teaches us, speaks the truth into the lie by the fire of the 

heart and then is silent as she enters the secret chamber of the heart as the elders lead them away, 

as Archeia Aurora teaches, they led Mother away.  Maitreya then teaches that the soul must 

recede into the secret chamber of the heart and commune with Gautama Buddha or she will 

remain in the outer consciousness to be crucified by those who have fallen on the mountain in 

Capricorn.  

 

The soul, Venus, having assimilated the blood of her Christ self understands the 22 steps 

of Revelation and by her intuition interprets Revelations and knows by the Holy Spirit in Pisces 

by the Christ mind of the causal body of Neptune, the prophecies playing out in the Book of 

Revelations and in the Book of Daniel. The soul knows what is coming upon the earth as 

prophesied by Nostradamus. By this revelation, the soul willingly fastens herself to the cross in 

the full knowledge of the resurrection and the fulfillment of the destiny of the soul, the 

ascension. 

 

 Venus stands at 14° Cancer conjunct the God Star Sirius conjunct the third house cusp at 

13° Cancer conjunct the United States conceptual Sun. The soul stands, the disciplined one, in 

the white fire of the fourth ray in Cancer, squaring the circle of their astrology, creating the 

foundation of their pyramid. The soul of Venus knows the God Reality of the path and the 

promise of balancing her karma by the balancing of the threefold flame on the four sides of the 

four lower bodies of the pyramid of being, raising these [4 sides] to the capstone. The soul of the 

awakened one is rising to meet the Guru, who is returning, in the capstone. The soul is preparing 

for the alchemical marriage with the Christ self to receive the guru as the Chela with the big C. 

This is the initiation of the heart in the 32nd year in Leo on the path of personal Christhood. The 

soul is preparing to be anointed, by the return of the guru at the river Jordan in 2021. 

 

 Venus stands on US conceptual Sun conjoined transiting Sirius at 14° Cancer to hold the 

balance for the birth of Christ in the American people and the I AM Race, worldwide. These are 

those who stand between 29 Gemini and 6° Cancer to form the six-pointed star that Mother tells 

us is always the sign and signal of the incarnation of the word. The six-pointed star is made up of 

those in America and the world whose astrology (returning good karma) occupies between 29 

Gemini and six Cancer, with Uranus, the Black Moon Lilith, the Watchers [Cupid], the Moon 

and Apollyon at 1° Scorpio, and Transpluto at 1° Virgo.  Venus keeps the vigil through the dark 

night of the spirit for the birth of Christ in the American people and the I AM Race by standing 

on the mountain and casting down Satan, the Dragon, the Serpent on the East Gate, and the 

planetary dweller of all who are tied to the Wicked One through Apollyon, who are the false 

hierarchy of the Ruby Ray on the North Gate.  Venus upholds the arms of the Guru in the third 

house in the judgment, as the 12 tribes of Israel meet the challenge of the illuminati, the 

planetary dweller on the threshold who would destroy the church and the nation.  
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Venus ratifies the judgment of Helios and raises the right hand of the Cosmic Virgin in 

the judgment of those who stand in Capricorn in the 10th house who have chosen to follow their 

dweller instead of Maitreya on the mountain, as they did on Atlantis at the end of the Golden age 

when they rebelled against the Christ rule of the Emperor Jesus [80% of the population of 

Atlantis rebelled]. These Atlanteans are reborn and living today on the planet for their final 

opportunity. 

 

 Pluto stands in the second decant of the ninth house, as the challenge that we face in 

2019 on the Odyssey of our souls, as we stand with Maitreya to pass our initiation on the 

mountain (of God Consciousness or of our karma).  Maitreya teaches us to call upon the sword 

of the Cosmic Virgin to slay all that assails the birth of Christ within you and the American 

people and the I AM race worldwide. We are called to slay the dweller in the third Decant of 

Capricorn, the true ideal, the ultimate goal of the path, the price to be paid for the resurrection 

and the ascension.  

 

 We are called to cut the people free [the Moon] from the Watchers at 29° Sagittarius in 

the second decant of the eighth house.  It is the responsibility of the devotees to do this in order 

to pass their initiation on the mountain with Maitreya. This is a prerequisite to cutting the souls 

of the people free so that they may balance their karma with the Guru, Jupiter at 15° Sagittarius 

in the third decant of the seventh house.  The people must be cut free so that they may rally to 

Saint Germain for the fulfillment of the mission of the Summit Lighthouse beginning in 2021. 

The beginning (2021) of the final 3 ½ years of the mission of the Summit Lighthouse to bring the 

Ascended Masters names into every household in America, so that the 10% might rally to Saint 

Germain, who returns as Merlin to cast the black magicians out of Camelot. The Goddess of 

Liberty tells us that we are to cast them out of North America and God will seal the Western 

Hemisphere as the black magicians flee to Europe where they will receive their karma.  

 

This sequence of events relates to the American people cutting their ties and balancing 

their karma with the Watchers (Illuminati). This is done in preparation for their rallying to Saint 

Germain who returns, as the American people prepare for the coming elections in 2024 

following the completion of the mission of the Summit Lighthouse (in August). In November 

2024 they will elect Christ to the Office of President of United States of America and the people 

who have rallied to Saint Germain will rally to the President to seal and defend the Western 

Hemisphere under the protection of God, as the Tribulation, the seven last plagues descends 

upon the fallen ones on Terra.  

 

The people must be cut free from the Watchers [29 Sagittarius]. They (Watchers) work 

through the human ego of those individuals in every activity who are blinded by their karma 

becoming mentally and emotionally dense so that they cannot distinguish their own thoughts and 

feelings from those that come from these dark ones. The brain has two hemispheres 

corresponding to the lower mental and higher mental planes. The lower spirits as the princes of 

the air occupy the lower mental plane and (carnal) mind while Christ rules the higher mental 

plane and is always able to defeat the princes of the air.  The soul, one in Christ is able by 

listening grace and her fidelity to meet the challenges in the 9th house and conqueror, in Christs  
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name and by his flame, the Beast (dweller), as she calls to the Father in Cancer to bind and 

remove them (Watchers or Illuminati), as did Rai Ernon. 

 

 The message of the Sun through Mercury at 2° Leo is to let Christ govern the soul and 

defeat by God Mastery the challenges in the ninth house, of the planetary dweller of the 

international capitalist communist conspiracy on the West Gate. By God Mastery the inner man 

is able to conquer the outer forms of the outer man, Saturn conjunct South Node.  The Christ 

mind on the higher mental plane sees the cause and core behind the effects of the evil forces 

working through man on the planet. The Christ calls for the binding of the cause and core of the 

archetypical pattern of the Beasts that uphold the Babylonian civilization that extends its 

tentacles through the financial and banking systems on the West Gate. Arrest the spiral of the 

curses and the grave cloth that binds the soul to the earth.  This is the action Kuthumi teaches we 

must take when the Sun and moon are in the physical quadrant or phase.  

 

The current cycles began in 1990 when the dark cycle entered the physical plane.  This is 

when karma we created began returning immediately into the physical. Since 1990 we have seen 

a drastic increase in world population, an increase in the national debt, an increase in technology 

and the control of the people. We have seen an increase in the power of world communism and 

its threat despite all appearance of its defeat in the late 80s. We have seen the dismantling of 

America, from space to Main Street and Wall Street and of the US military. We have seen the 

transfer of industry and manufacturing, banking and finance from America to the Third World. 

 

Much is being said about the current and coming astrological configurations. I will 

address these configurations in great detail in time. Today people talk in absolutes.  This means 

there is only one view, one perspective.  This is dialectic materialism. It is defended by 

intellectual pride and emotional and mental tyranny. 

 

There are a number of themes that are emerging throughout the astrology of the soul’s 

overcoming (esoteric astrology) and the karmic astrology of the soul’s psychology of making her 

way in life as she bears her yoke or gets (forces) others to do so. 

 

1. First topic:  The Guru, the teacher(s) is coming.  The world will soon be changed forever. 

Some know this as the “Coming Revolution in Higher Consciousness”. While others call 

it the Great Transformation of society and politics.  The guru Jupiter is coming to deliver 

the judgment and the promise. 

 

What will happen when the guru comes?  What happened when Elijah came again 

as John the Baptist to anoint Elisha?  Or when Moses can down the mountain? What will 

happen when the Cosmic Christ comes?  It will be preceded by the second coming in 

man.  We will see him because we have been told, we will be like him.  Who is this 

Guru? 

 

We have been told that Jesus will come again.  We have been told that Mother 

will return. We have been told that Saint Germain will return, as Merlin returns to 

Camelot. We have been told that El Morya is the Once and Future King.  We have been 
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told that the coming of the Cosmic Christ could manifest as a nuclear first strike against 

America. This we are told occurs because the people have rejected their God.  We have 

been told that the nuclear strike will occur on the 45th parallel, by Nostradamus. 

 

The Guru Jupiter is in Sagittarius.  Jupiter enters Capricorn on December 2nd, 

2019 for five days at 0° Capricorn. Jupiter leaves Capricorn on December 19th, 2020. 

Jupiter conjuncts the Watchers on December 4th, 2019. Jupiter conjunct’s the Dragon’s 

tail on January 6th, 2020. Jupiter conjunct’s Pluto on April 4th, June 30, and November 

12th of 2020. Jupiter conjuncts Saturn at winter solstice December 21st, 2020. 

 

2.             Jupiter Saturn cycle ends what began on May 28, 2000 during the mega 

conjunction in Taurus that delivered the prophecy of the consequences of the choices 

made during this mega conjunction in Taurus at the end of a millennium and of the 

Piscean age.  This is the prophecy of the Book of Revelations chapter 11 verse five. It is 

the message to the Gentiles, those who are called and chosen to serve the Guru and the 

community and those who are called to America to serve Saint Germain, to defend this 

Christ nation, to give birth to Christ in man and their own soul. Many are called but few 

are chosen.  

 

This date May 28, 2000 is a milestone on the soul’s journey as we stood at New 

Year’s Eve 1999 in Revelations chapter 10 verse 11. We awoke on New Year’s Day, 

January 1, 2000 with a new blank page laying before us as we stood with the Messengers 

of the seventh angel to fulfill our destiny. We stood prepared for the crucifixion of the 

Guru and her chelas. We stood to fulfill the promise of the birth of Christ and the first 

resurrection. We received the Divine Plan on January 1, 2000 of the 21st century and the 

birth of Christ as taught to us by Mighty Victory that will be determined in the first 33 

years of this 21st century. We stood on the cusp of the new Saturn Jupiter conjunction on 

May 28, 2000 concluding that which began in 1980. The conclusion of the writing down 

of the Everlasting Gospel, the mysteries of God, should be finished, “as he hath declared 

to his servants, the prophets.” [Revelation chapter 10 verse 7; this occurred by July 21st, 

2000, during the July Class of 2000].  

 

In the year 2000 we stood in our personal karma in the 1998th year of the dark 

cycle. What ended on May 28th, 2000 began a new 20 year cycle of Jupiter Saturn, 

characterized by the mega conjunction in Taurus, of the rebellion of those who were 

called and chosen and of the remnant of the faithful called to fulfill their destiny and to be 

tested by those who have accommodated the seventh angel and his prophets in the church 

and in the nation at 10° Taurus with one minute orb of separation. On May 28th, 2000 we 

had chosen our roles and our path for the next cycle of initiation, of the Jupiter Saturn 

cycle on the Odyssey of our souls return home.  

 

 This journey that we began in the year 2000 is nearing conclusion. We stand in 

August 2019 at the Y in the road on the mountain with Maitreya (Saturn’s causal body) 

and the Satan’s (Saturn’s electronic belt) with less than 17 months until the conclusion of 

this cycle of the birth of Christ in the second coming midst the chelas and the people. 
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 The soul stands facing the greatest challenge on the journey home.  The challenge 

on the mountain with Maitreya at the conclusion of the 20-year journey of self-mastery 

over the lesser self (dweller) having submitted in Taurus to be governed by Christ on 

May 28th in the year 2000. We stand in the summer of 2019 watering the crop of Christ 

Mastery over the Antichrist, the lesser self (our dweller) that declares its independence 

from God, the doer. We are called in the next 17 months to slay the lesser self and cast 

the soul upon the rock of Christ in the Transfiguration. We are called to slay the Black 

Moon Lilith, the soul that rejects the Christ and the love of the Divine Mother. This great 

drama of the next 17 months will play out as Jupiter transits Capricorn. Come to wage the 

final battle of Armageddon within the souls of the called-out ones chosen to be the first 

fruits, in the church, and in America.  

 

These are they who have been called to embody the mysteries of God delivered 

by the seventh angel through his prophets. They are called to fulfill their destiny for the 

judgment of evil, the energy veil and planetary karma known as the reign of the Gentiles 

and their false gods of the false hierarchy of the Ruby Ray [see the Ritual of Exorcism 

numbers one through eight].  They are called to embody the God Flame to consume the 

Beasts and the Scarlet Woman who rides the Beast of Babylon the Great and the anti-

state and anti-city and the anti-church and its anti-apostles and false pastors as taught by 

Sanat Kumara to the initiates on the path of personal Christhood in the initiation of the 

heart by the Holy Spirit of the seven initiations on the path of the Ruby Ray. 

 

Mark your calendars and prepare for the coming challenges.  Stand with the Guru 

in Sagittarius and claim your victory in 2019 over the Watchers [December 4, 2019] and 

the soul’s tie to the vortex of evil in the matter universe.  Prepare for the sealing of the 

victory at winter solstice 2019 as the Sun conjunct’s the Watchers and the coming 

announcement on New Year’s Eve of the brand-new page of January 1st, 2020, the 

judgment of the Watchers in 2020. This judgment will play out upon the Watchers and 

their civilization, their political and economic controls and upon all who are tied to them.   

 

2019 is given to cut the tie and to come out of her or receive her karma, 

Revelations chapter 18 verse 4. This judgment will play out, as many astrologers are 

describing, as a transformation of society and politics. El Morya has taught us [see the 

three-part document for the cycles playing out in the summer of 2018 at Cosmic-

Clock.com] that the Modreds [plural] must have their say, they must act, El Morya tells 

us in order that the law be fulfilled and that all that is written come to pass, see 

Revelations chapter 17 verse 17,  that their crystal cords and three fold flames may be 

reduced.  

 

There is a great drama to be played out and you are called to play your role. You 

are called after decades of training and initiation to rise to the stature of your Christ self, 

to cast out the black magicians from Camelot and North America as you rally to Merlin 

and the Once and Future King, as the hour has come for the fulfillment of the coming of 

that Future King and the return of his prophets who have been laying in the street for 

three days slain by the Beasts, the dweller on the thresholds, of the called out ones. This 

is the prophecy of Saint Germain and the Goddess of Liberty.  You are called to fulfill the  
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prophecy and to stand in this hour as the son and daughter of solitude as taught us by 

Kuthumi. Read Phylos the Tibetan and the Bible to understand the meaning of God with 

us as we face the coming challenges threatening the church and the nation.  

 

Look to no one, only to the God flame within the secret chamber of your hearts to 

meet the challenges that are coming upon this nation and this church and call upon the 

Lord to take dominion. We have entered the age of miracles and you are and will be their 

witness.  

 

 We are being called to meet fire with fire. We are called to meet the challenge of 

the fire from hell with the fire from heaven. We have been called and chosen we have 

been trained and initiated and tested. We stand in the Helios cycle of 2019 prepared for 

what is coming upon the earth and to rally with the Guru and return to Capricorn [solar 

return] to carry out the Divine Plan of God as his instruments, as your Divine Plan and 

solar return of your birth cycles congruent with the Divine Plan of January 1st of each 

year. God works through people and events. You are his chosen people and he walks in 

the earth through the flames in your hearts and carries out his divine plan through the 

events that are coming upon the earth.   
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21. References to the Backlash: Pearls 

  volume 4 number 30 El Morya 

  volume 15 number 35 Mother Mary, "it is the hour of victory for those who are  

       ready to draw forth the light and challenge  

       the tale of the great Dragon... the tail of  

       man's own carnality". 

  volume 24 number 51-Gautama Buddha, "study the backlash of the Dragon's tail" 

  volume 28 number 26-the Messenger, "... but really do not focus on an issue and  

     wrestle with it... you feel the backlash, you know you have  

     aroused those serpents. And they start attacking.... you start 

     shying away from those decrees... Keepers of Flame, you  

     must go after them! Whatever the cost... 

  volume 29 number 10- Sanat Kumara, "the light does increase. The darkness is  

     uncovered. As quickly as the gross darkness, and the force  

     of the anti-mind that you feel, is come upon you, recognize  

     it as a chemical aviation or backlash, the result of your  

     work rush to send it into the stream of cosmic light   
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